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“All
I knew about Biak was that it

was an island a degree south of

the equator, one of the Schouten group

lying north of Geelvink Bay toward the

western end of New Guinea.” 

Colonel Harold Riegelman made this

admission of ignorance toward the middle

of June 1944, shortly after coming ashore

on the island. By that time, the U.S. Army’s

41st Division had been fighting its way

inland from Biak’s southern landing beaches for nearly three weeks. In the coming weeks

and months, Colonel Riegelman would learn more about Biak than he ever could have

bargained for. 

The landings took place on May 27, 1944, near the town of Bosnik. Opposition from

the Japanese troops occupying the island is usually described as “light,” something of

an understatement. Resistance was so insignificant that some senior officers speculated

that the Japanese had evacuated the island. Actually, the defending Japanese troops had

been caught off guard by the landings and were not prepared to make any sort of coun-

terattack. They held their fire, reorganized, and waited for the following day to begin

their resistance. 
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Soldiers asked why this Godforsaken heap of jungle rot, coral, and caves had to be

occupied. Soldiers in every army, in every era, have asked this question, but senior plan-

ners had an answer this time: Strategically, Biak had to be taken. The Japanese had built

three airfields on the island—at Mokmer, Sorido, and Borokoe. Capturing these air

bases would not only deprive the enemy of their use, but would also put American

bombers within 800 miles of the Philippine Islands, where American troops were to

land in October 1944. 

But the high-level planners underestimated Japanese resistance on Biak. Enemy troop

strength was thought to be about 4,400, but actually more than 11,400 Japanese were

on the island—well over twice as many as estimated. Planners also thought the occu-

American infantrymen escort a

Sherman tank through the dense

jungle of Biak during the two-

month-long battle for a small

island that held more than 11,400

Japanese fighters ready to die for

their emperor. Taking Biak and its

three airfields was deemed crucial

by General Douglas MacArthur

before the U.S. could invade the

Philippines, 800 miles away.
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pation of Biak would take about a week.

They were wrong about that, as well. 

A coral reef just off the beaches created

a problem that ruled out using conven-

tional landing craft. Instead, amphibious

LVTs and DUKWs were employed. Both

of these were able to cross the reef, land

the troops, and return to LSTs (Landing

Ship, Tank) offshore for more troops and

supplies. All 12,000 troops—the 41st

Division along with the 162nd Regi-

ment—as well as artillery and 12 Sher-

man tanks were put ashore on May 27.

The landings went much easier than

expected. But, as one officer put it, “the

worst was yet to come.”

The troops began moving toward the

airfields the following morning. Patrols

from the 162nd Regiment had advanced

to within about 200 yards of Mokmer

airstrip when defending Japanese opened

fire with machine guns and mortars. Lime-

stone caves about 1,200 yards north of

Mokmer airstrip constituted the key to the

defense of Mokmer village. Another line

of caves formed natural defenses north of

the village, and a third section of caves to

the west of the landing beaches, in an area

known as the Parai defile, was fortified

with pillboxes. These caves gave the Japan-

ese a great advantage, allowing them to

hold up the American advance toward the

airfields for nearly a month. 

The destroyers USS Wilkes and USS πππ

came as close to shore as their captains

thought prudent, firing 5-inch shells into

the Japanese positions near Mokmer, but

the Japanese relocated to the Parai defile,

where they held their ground and opened

a withering fire against the advancing

162nd Infantry. The destroyers came

under fire from shore batteries, which

damaged at least one of the ships.

“Artillery, machine-gun fire, and mor-

tars plastered our troops,” remembered

Colonel Riegelman. “The forward battal-

ion was cut off by an invisible, deadly wall

of steel and lead.” The advance of the

162nd had been stopped dead.

By this time, it had become clear that the

airfields would not be taken until the

Japanese were driven out of the caves that

dominated the landing area. Dense jungle vegetation, the closeness of American troops

to the target area, and especially the cover being given by the caves made it impossible

for naval gunfire to root out the enemy. The 162nd Infantry was hemmed in on three

sides and under constant fire from concealed Japanese positions. The men would have

to be evacuated from their position if they were not to be annihilated, and there was

only one way out—the same amphibious landing craft that brought the troops ashore

would have to take them off the beaches. 

All available amphibious craft were pressed into service. Under cover of artillery,
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ABOVE: With obvious worry on their faces, U.S. infantrymen ride amphibious vehicles, popularly called

“Ducks,” from their troopship to the Biak beachhead. BELOW: Under covering fire from guns on a Landing

Craft Infantry (right), American infantrymen head for shore on a makeshift wharf, May 27, 1944. Some of the

toughest fighting in the Pacific awaited them. OPPOSITE: Men of the 41st Infantry Division move inland on

Biak, May 28, 1944. The American commander briefly considered using captured poison gas to flush the

enemy out of their caves.  
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naval gunfire, and air support, the men were taken off the beaches during the after-

noon of May 29. By nightfall, the regiment had been evacuated from Parai and landed

about 500 yards away to set up a new position. It had been a near-disaster, but the

evacuation had succeeded.

The Japanese launched a counterattack the next morning with infantry supported by

six light tanks, but Sherman medium tanks from the 603rd Tank Company were on hand

to face the attack, having moved up from Bosnik to support the infantry. One soldier

compared the appearance of the tanks with a scene from a Hollywood film, with the

Shermans coming to the rescue of “the surrounded dogfaces” just in the nick of time.

The Japanese Type 95 tanks, equipped with 37mm cannon, could not do much damage

to the Shermans, but the 75mm guns of the Shermans punched holes right through the sides

of the Japanese tanks. A 37mm shell hit the turret of one of the Shermans, locking its gun

in place. The driver backed into a shell hole, which elevated the front end of the tank along

with its gun and allowed the gunner to bring his 75mm to bear on a Japanese tank. The

Sherman knocked out the Type 95 in spite of the damage to its turret.

Stopping the Japanese tanks provided a reprieve for the 162nd Infantry. The men were

having enough problems with the island itself. Jungle trails slowed forward movement

to a snail’s pace, while equatorial heat slowed the men just as effectively, and fresh water

was scarce. The men were limited to one canteen of water per day, which everyone soon

discovered was ridiculously inadequate.

The caves gave the Japanese a system of natural defenses that was much more effec-

tive than anything they could have built themselves. They allowed Japanese troops to

pop out into the open, fire on unsuspecting Americans, and disappear again. Mortars

and artillery were also brought into the caves, both to protect them and to keep them

out of sight. The “cave defense” was brilliantly effective, much to the frustration of the

men of the 41st Division. It quickly

became evident that taking Biak would be

a long and grim business. 

The caves were not just holes in the sides

of mountains. Some of them were

equipped with electric lights, wooden

floors, and kitchens. Some were two 

and three levels deep. A series of tunnels

connected the caves and led to hidden

exits. The Japanese “laid ambush after

ambush,” one soldier remembered. 

The 163rd Regiment arrived on June 1

to reinforce the 41st’s drive toward the air-

fields. The Mokmer aerodrome was cap-

tured on June 7, but the airfield was still of

no use to American aircraft. Japanese

troops in nearby caves kept the Army engi-

neers from making the field operational

with steady mortar and artillery fire. 

Some of the smaller caves were sealed by

a sort of skip-bombing technique by Cur-

tiss P-40 Tomahawk fighter-bombers.

Closing others was going to be a long,

slow process for the infantry.

The capture of Biak was progressing too
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slowly for General Douglas MacArthur,

who had expected to have at least one of

the airfields operational by this time. He

decided to relieve General Horace H.

Fuller of task force command. General

Fuller was also commander of the 41st

Division and was originally to have stayed

on. However, he refused to stay since he

felt that he had lost the confidence of Gen-

eral MacArthur.  Fuller was reassigned

outside the Southwest Pacific Area on June

15. The division was taken over by Brig.

Gen. Jens A. Doe, who had commanded

the 163rd Regiment. 

Soldiers went about the business of

clearing the caves with grim determina-

tion. Some used flamethrowers, crawling

to within point-blank range of the

entrances under the cover of rifle fire and

burning out the cave interiors with long

streams of fire. Sometimes the flames

would hit one of the cave walls and bounce

back at the Americans. 

Flamethrowers were unable to reach far

enough inside some of the larger caves.

Satchel charges, hand grenades, and gaso-

line were usually employed for these.

Gasoline was sometimes poured into one of the openings and then set on fire. After a

few minutes, dull thuds and rumblings could be heard coming from the cave’s interior—

ammunition supplies were exploding, destroying the cave along with everyone inside it. 

The effect of satchel charges was every bit as horrific as that of gasoline. After one

cave was blown apart, a private went inside to see what was left. He came out a few

minutes later, nauseated and vomiting. “My God, it looks like a scene from hell,” he

said. “Pieces of men all over the tunnel floor! Bodies with bellies blown open by con-

cussion! Blood running from the ears, noses, mouths, and eyes of dead Japs! It’s awful!”

In late June the Americans attacked the West Caves, north and west of Mokmer. The

infantrymen used gasoline, hand grenades, and explosives to neutralize them one at a

time. The deadly work took nearly 10 days and sometimes required the support of Sher-

man tanks. The caves were finally cleared by the end of the month. Now that they were

no longer being harassed by enemy fire, the engineers were able to make Mokmer drome

operational. On June 22, the airfield began landing fighters. 

Colonel Riegelman had the chance to take a look around the vicinity of the West

Caves and spoke with some of the men who had been engaged in the heavy fighting. He

was matter-of-fact in his evaluation. “I saw the disabled Jap tanks, inspected a nearby

mortar platoon, talked to the men, noted their drawn, bearded faces and eyes, red from

lack of sleep. They did not complain.”

Riegelman also made a study of the caves on Biak and divided them into four types.

Type One consisted of a “cavern in a cliff” from three to five feet in depth, which was

used either for a machine-gun emplacement or a storage area for food and ammuni-

tion. Type Two was larger, 20 to 30 feet high, facing the sea, with a rear opening from

the landward side for access. The cave’s forward opening was “usually improved” by

a “concrete machine-gun port” that served to make the already formidable position

even more formidable. Type Three was made up of “a series of connected open cavi-

ties four to eight feet in height and three to six feet in depth.” Type Four caves were
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the largest, “more or less circular in shape,

up to 50 yards in diameter, 15 to 60 feet

deep, with sheer or steeply sloping sides.”

The Type Four cave might also be “the

entrance to a succession of chambers and

interconnecting galleries,” actually a cave

network with multiple entrances as much

as 100 yards apart. The caves were defen-

sive marvels, but the Americans were

becoming experts at improvising methods

for neutralizing them. 

An artilleryman remembered that one

cave was “impervious to all calibers we

could bring to bear. Its entrance defied

demolition.” This was clearly a job for the

engineers.

A party of engineers arrived at the cave

with what was described as “a quarter-

ton trailer” carrying 850 pounds of TNT.

A winch was set up, and the TNT was

lowered into the cave. “I had no idea

what 850 pounds of TNT would do,” an

observing officer admitted. “I only knew

it was a lot of TNT.” 

Nobody else knew what the TNT would

do either, but nobody was taking any

chances. All troops were ordered back 100

yards from the cave entrance, and nearby

Shermans were pulled back to safer

ground. Everyone got down on their stom-

achs, flat on the ground, and waited for

the explosion. 

When the TNT went off, a cloud of dust

and smoke billowed out of the cave, fol-

lowed by the thud of hundreds of falling

rocks. After the smoke cleared, the men

and the Shermans were ordered back into

position. The men advanced toward the

cave’s gaping mouth and stared into the

blackness. 

“The blackness stared back,” said one

observer. The troops sent into the cave

were ordered to bayonet every Japanese

soldier they could find, whether they were

breathing or not. 

On June 20, both Borokoe and Sorido

airstrips were taken by American troops.

The major objectives on Biak—the three

airfields—had been captured, but there was

still a sizable Japanese force on the island. 

About 1,000 Japanese troops occupied

the East Caves, situated close to the origi-
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ABOVE: In one of the few tank-vs.-tank encounters during the Pacific War, a Japanese light tank smolders

after being knocked out by an American Sherman tank. Although the Japanese tanks only mounted 37mm

guns, they could still inflict serious casualties on troops in the open. BELOW: By attacking at numerous

beachheads around Biak from May 27 to July 25, 1944, when Biak was declared secure, U.S. forces finally

overcame defenders holed up in a labyrinth of caves. OPPOSITE: An American Sherman M4 medium tank blasts

an enemy stronghold with its 75mm main gun. Although superior to their Japanese counterparts, the Sher-

mans were susceptible to artillery and anti-tank weapons.
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nal landing beaches. They kept up spo-

radic artillery fire directed at the three air

bases. Initially, the fire from these caves

had been considered a nuisance. After the

West Caves were cleared, the East Caves

became the primary objective. 

Artillery began firing at the caves shortly

after Borokoe and Sorido were safely in

American hands. Engineers and infantry

from Mokmer moved into the area under

the cover of 75mm fire from the Shermans

and began clearing the caves using the

same methods that had been successful

against the West Caves. 

Most of the caves had been neutralized

by July 5. Their occupants had either been

killed or had slipped away into the jungle. 

Not all Japanese troops took cover in the

caves and waited for the enemy to attack.

On the night of June 21-22, a counterattack

was attempted against the American posi-

tions near the West Caves. According to Lt.

Gen. Robert Eichelberger, who had been

sent to Biak to appraise the situation for

General MacArthur, an attack was made by

109 Japanese officers and men against one

of the 186th Regiment’s outposts. 

“What a racket,” Eichelberger reported.

“They came crowding down the moonlit

trail in a mass, shouting their banzais.”

The 186th’s position was occupied by 12

men who held their fire until the charging

enemy was only a few yards away.

Machine-gun fire killed many attackers.

One Japanese soldier was shot trying to

bayonet an American sergeant. Another

jumped into a foxhole with one of the

Americans and pulled the pin on a hand

grenade. The grenade exploded, killing

both men. Every one of the attacking

Japanese was killed. 

“Score 109 to 1,” General Eichelberger

said. 

Other attacks were made all along the

line that night. Each had the same result.

Machine-gun fire shredded the Japanese. 

“It was mass execution,” one Ameri-

can remembered, “mass suicide of men

who wanted to die.” Stories began to cir-

culate about a single squad of Americans

killing nearly 200 Japanese. None of

them would surrender. They would

rather die than give up. One American said, “Usually a sure sign that the Japanese

knew that they were licked.” 

If the Japanese knew they were beaten, they were not letting it show. The next objec-

tive for the American troops, specifically the 163rd Regiment, was the Ibdi Pocket,

about 4,000 yards east of Parai. The attack began in mid-June and continued until the

end of July. Over 40,000 mortar and artillery shells were fired into Japanese positions

during the first two weeks, but the enemy managed to put up stubborn resistance. 

By July 10, American patrols reported that the constant shelling had considerably

weakened the enemy. The pocket had been methodically blasted away. This was encour-

aging news for the men of the 163rd as they renewed their attack on July 11. Backed

up by artillery, aircraft, and Sherman tanks, infantrymen used flamethrowers and

bazookas against the weakened enemy positions. 

Progress was slow and costly in human terms. Besides losing more killed and wounded,

the Americans were coming down with debilitating illnesses such as typhus and “fevers

of unknown origin.”

Senior officers began looking for a way to end the fighting as quickly as possible. Poi-

son gas was considered and discounted. “We captured a lot of it,” one man said, “just

the thing for these caves.”

Colonel Riegelman was asked, “How about it, Chemical Officer? What do you do

with those caves?” Riegelman answered, “We got a lot of Jap gas that isn’t being used,

sir.” The conversation stopped for a moment. Nobody was sure whether the exchange

was supposed to be funny, but it resumed a short while later as if nothing had hap-

pened. The joke, if it was a joke, had been dropped.

Sometime after this, the subject of the captured gas came up again. This time, there

ABOVE: A Japanese Zero fighter lies damaged on the Mokmer airstrip where is was forced to make a belly

landing, June 1944. The Japanese fiercely defended the three airstrips on Biak. OPPOSITE: After retreating

from a barrage of Japanese hand grenades, American combat engineers return to the mouth of a fortified

Japanese cave on Biak. Often the engineers used satchel charges to seal the entrances to the many caves on

the island, trapping the enemy occupants inside.
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was no levity. Colonel Riegelman’s commanding officer asked him, “How much Jap gas

do you have?”

“Plenty, sir,” the colonel replied. “We have taken great quantities, mostly poison

smoke.”

The officer asked Riegelman if the gas could be used against the Japanese and

explained that his staff disagreed with his intent to do so if possible.

Riegelman responded, “Sir, in my opinion the staff is right, and I believe you’d be

relieved in 24 hours after you used gas. In the end that would cost us more in time and

casualties than if we keep on as we are.”

Riegelman did not explain exactly what he meant by “casualties.” He was probably

referring to the officers who would face punishment if they elected to use poison gas.

He returned to his tent and went to bed. “I never thought I should see the day when I

would oppose the use of gas against the Jap, especially his own gas,” he reflected. “Yet

I could not think I had been wrong in this.”

The American forces on Biak kept up their offensive through the month of July, in spite

of the heat and the jungle diseases. All organized resistance on Biak ended in mid-July,

although mopping-up operations continued until July 25. The island was declared secure

on August 20. 

Nearly 500 Americans were killed on Biak and more than 2,400 wounded, while

another 1,000 were incapacitated by diseases. Japanese casualties were up to 6,100

killed, 450 captured, and an unknown number wounded. 

Among the dead was Colonel Naoyuki Kuzume, the Japanese commander. No one is

exactly certain what happened to Colonel Kuzume. Some reports claim that he com-

mitted ritual suicide after the failed counterattack on June 21-22. Others say that he was

killed in action afterward or that he committed suicide toward the end of the campaign. 

In his narrative of the Biak campaign, naval historian Admiral Samuel Eliot Morison

had nothing but praise for Colonel Kuzume and his defense of the island. “Realizing the

hopelessness of his position, this brave and

resourceful officer caused his regimental

colors to be burned during the night of 21-

22 June. Whether he then took his own life

or was killed in action is not known, but his

death marked the end of a well-directed and

stubborn defense.” 

Not everyone agreed that the defense of

Biak was admirable, no matter how stub-

born it might have been. “Biak was a bat-

tle that gave a terrifying glimpse into the

soul of mankind,” wrote another observer.

“For all man’s vaunted civilization and cul-

ture, he still retreats into the caves when

deadly danger threatens. Under the thin

veneer of civilization lurks the caveman—

a human animal at bay.” 

The Biak operation was a success, which

was all that mattered to the military plan-

ners. Morison wrote, “MacArthur’s

prompt and vigorous invasion of Biak

proved to be a serious embarrassment to

the enemy on the eve of the Battle of the

Philippine Sea. That alone made the oper-

ation worthwhile; but, in addition, Biak

became an important Allied air base for the

subsequent liberation of the Philippines.” 
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